HTML5 is an updated version of the hypertext markup language that has been empowering the World Wide Web for the last 20 years.
Introduction
On February 28th, 2007, Opera proposed the introduction of a video element into HTML5 1 . The <video> element, similar to its counterpart the <audio> element, aims at vastly simplifying the use of audio and video content on the World Wide Web. When implemented, there will not be a need to install plugins into your Web Browser of choice because it will support the <video> element out of the box. Such an element will further allow new forms of publishing of audio and video in a more integrated fashion with HTML. An example is the projection of a video on the surface of a cube which is being drawn in a <canvas> element. A whole new world of online applications is enabled when such elements exist.
A few weeks after the initial proposal of the <video> element, Opera CTO Håkon Wium Lie stated in a talk given at Google: "I believe very strongly, that we need to agree on some kind of baseline video format if [ Thus was born the need for a common "baseline codec" for HTML5 video (audio always implied). A baseline codec is essentially a video (and audio) encoding format that is supported and implemented by all browser vendors.
Håkon further stated requirements for the video element as follows: "It's important that the video format we choose can be supported by a wide range of devices and that it's royalty-free (RF). RF is a well-establish principle for W3C standards. The Ogg Theora format is a promising candidate which has been chosen by Wikipedia." . The VP3 source code was originally published on www.vp3.com. This site was closed down when the code and its further development were moved to Xiph.Org. On2 Technologies is currently in the process of being acquired by Google.
The license under which On2 Technologies published the VP3 source code reads as follows:
"On2 represents and warrants that it shall not assert any rights relating to infringement of On2's registered patents, nor initiate any litigation asserting such rights, against any person who, or entity which utilizes the On2 VP3 Codec Software, including any use, distribution, and sale of said Software; which make changes, modifications, and improvements in said Software; and to use, distribute, and sell said changes as well as applications for other fields of use." 7 This implies that On2 Technologies asserts to never pursue its patents on the Theora codebase being an improvement to the On2 VP3 Codec Software.
Further, Ogg Vorbis is an open source audio codec developed and published by Xiph.Org since about the year 2000. Vorbis was developed with a clear intention of only using techniques that were long out of patent protection. Vorbis has been in use by commercial applications for a decade now, including Microsoft software and many games.
After VP3 was published and turned into Theora, Ogg Theora with Vorbis as the audio track became the first unencumbered video/audio codec software. . Mostly, people regard a specification that has been developed by a committee of representatives from multiple organisations and published by a standards organisation as an "open standard", independent of whether it costs to purchase the specification or whether an implementation requires payment of royalties.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which is the standards body that is also publishing HTML, is an exception amongst standards bodies in that it seeks to issue only Recommendations that can be implemented on a Royalty-Free (RF) basis H.264 has a clear requirement for royalties to be paid on the large attached patent portfolio. At this point in time, publishers and distributors of H.264 content on the Internet are in a honeymoon phase where there are no royalties until 30th December 2010, but then, the royalty shall be "no more than the economic equivalent of royalties payable during the same time for free television", which can reach up to $5million annually depending on audience size 12 .
While such licensing terms may seem reasonable and non-discriminatory (RAND) to ITU and ISO, many of the smaller Internet publishers, and in particular not-for-profit organisations, will find it hard to comply with such terms.
The honeymoon phase and the codec's high quality have made sure that H.264 now has a major share in the video formats that are being distributed over the Internet. However, with such license terms associated, it is not an acceptable format as a baseline codec for the HTML5 <video> element.
HTML5 baseline codec requirements
Opera's first experimental build of the HTML5 <video> element used Ogg Theora and Vorbis as 8 
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This was supposed to bring the issue to the attention of the browser vendors and make them start solving it by clarifying the HTML5 requirements on a baseline codec. At that time, Ogg Theora was being criticised for its inferior quality over H.264, its lack of implementations on mobile devices, and its threat of submarine patents, which some vendors like Apple, Nokia, and later Microsoft used as an argument to not support it 15 . So, Mozilla contributed some funding 16 to have the core developers of Theora improve encoder quality, which has led to amazing progress -some of which still continues. With some currently deployed encoders -in particular with the YouTube encoder -Ogg Theora can now be regarded as almost on par with H.264 when it comes to video quality.
Further, initial implementations of Ogg Theora/Vorbis on mobile devices have emerged, proving the point that Ogg Theora is a much simpler codec than H.264 and therefore does not need as much special hardware support on small devices to make it usable. Many are still waiting for the day on which Ogg Theora/Vorbis video can be viewed on an iPhone or iPod, claiming these as the ultimate proof of portability. It is only a matter of market demand until a device vendor will step forward and offer Theora hardware decoding.
Theora now meets all of the requirements listed by the HTML5 editor bar the additional "submarine patent" risk. In contrast, the competing H.264 doesn't meet the license requirements and certainly the existence of submarine patents on H.264 also cannot be completely excluded.
The term "submarine patent" is being used rather loosely in the HTML5 community in reference both to patents that have not been identified yet as being infringed by a technology, as well as patents that have only been registered so recently that they are virtually unpublished and can 13 , but both are being referred to as "submarine patents" in HTML5.
The risk of the existence of "submarine" patents on Theora is potentially slightly larger than on H.264, since many of the patent developing companies on video codecs were part of the H.264 development process and have their patents entered into the H.264 patent pool. The video patent developing companies, however, tend not to take part in W3C standardisation activities and therefore their patents are not covered by W3C. Thus, Theora supposedly poses a larger threat than any MPEG codec.
On the other hand, those patents are known and already licensed to Apple, Microsoft etc, so they would not pose additional risks to existing license holders. The number of as yet unknown "submarine" patents threatening Theora is possibly roughly the same as the ones threatening H.264. It is this risk, though, that continues to hold back Apple and Microsoft (and possibly others) from implementing Theora support in their hardware and software. . Unfortunately, the outcome of this research has not been published.
The current HTML5 video codec situation
Google also did their own patent research, which Chris De Bona outlined in a post to the HTML5 mailing list 21 on "Google's use of FFmpeg in Chromium and Chrome". FFmpeg in Chrome supports both, Ogg Theora/Vorbis and H.264. This is not a problem for Ogg Theora/Vorbis. However, it has been identified in that email thread that it seems to be a problem for people wanting video element support, but not having acquired their own license for H.264 support. It seems, Google themselves are protected by their license of H.264, but their users aren't. To the interested reader with a legal background, that email thread may be an informative read.
Opera continue development of Ogg Theora support and are shying away from H.264 for its license costs 22 expected that the next release will support it with Ogg Theora as the only codec 23 .
Microsoft is a "fan" of the audio and video elements 24 , but have early on in the discussion about baseline codecs stated that "Our legal people do not believe that Ogg Theora has much of any chance of being free from patent issues" 25 . It seems they share the views of Apple and Nokia in this respect. They haven't spoken up about what baseline codec Internet Explorer is planning to support.
Apple asserts that Theora holds a larger "submarine" patent risk than any of the video codecs that have come through standards bodies and therefore refuses to implement native support in its applications and hardware devices for it 26 . Apple has concerns because of issues raised by Nokia's video patent expert 27 and because the license that Xiph received from On2 may not apply to third party implementations of Theora Further, Apple is worried about the additions that Xiph.Org made to VP3 to turn it into the current version of Theora, since these could be covered by real submarine patents 30 . The changes are all publicly listed 31 and consist to a large extent of bug fixes, though some more interesting extensions have been contributed. A patent analysis of the major changes has not been published.
Apple also claims that because video codecs influence all of Apple's business, it would be a big target for patent trolls, while Mozilla's Firefox and Google's Chrome businesses are both too small for a patent troll to be encouraged to step forward at this stage. Apple would prefer for Theora and Vorbis to be ratified by a standards body with involvement from the main video and audio codec patent holders. However, such a process would introduce so much delay as to exclude Theora and Vorbis as codec solutions in HTML5.
Unfortunately, the W3C is not able to employ lawyers to undertake an independent patent assessment for any codec, to expose "submarine" patents. However, the W3C could issue a call for a contribution of baseline codecs and go through a short but formal selection process, which would require patent holders to step forward. This would require inclusion of other standards bodies to ascertain that everyone had the chance to speak up in due time. We will see if such a process is possible and if indeed it will satisfy Apple, Nokia and Microsoft.
In the meantime, open source software developers continue to bridge technology gaps. It is currently possible to run Ogg Theora/Vorbis content in every browser using the Cortado 35 Java applet. This is a similar approach to a Flash plugin with the advantage that the applet is loaded automatically and there is no installation process. A better solution is available for Safari/Webkit with a QuickTime plugin called XiphQT
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. Once installed, Ogg Theora/Vorbis will be supported in Safari/Webkit. For Internet Explorer, an ActiveX control is in development that will also be usable in the same way.
Conclusion
It seems that in the near future, all technical challenges for universal support of Ogg Theora/Vorbis as a baseline codec for HTML5 video and audio will be solved -either through native browser support or through extensions. Whether the legal situation will be solved in parallel is doubtful. It is, however, clear that unless the H.264 patent holders radically change their stance on licensing, H.264 will not be a viable contender as a royalty free baseline codec for HTML5.
Further changes to the situation could come from currently proprietary closed source codecs -e.g. if On2/Google contributed a new codec such as VP8 to the discussion by open sourcing it and making its patents available under a royalty free license -or further even indemnify all users of the codec from and against any and all liability.
In the meantime, the HTML5 editor is still waiting for the browser vendors to come to an agreement on a baseline codec that satisfies the requirements. Until such a time, the patent situation with video codecs continues to hold back the standardisation and broad uptake of a fundamental section of HTML5.
Disclaimer
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